Individuals can grant access to businesses as their new resume. Content providers/assessors insert results back into the learner's profile also feeds the chalkboard of the future for face-to-face and blending learning. If granted, employers can access a learner's profile. Badges, certificates, employer-created assessments and/or industry-created exams show me what you can do or have done. Can you communicate/work well with others? What's your online network/presence look like? If granted, employers can access a learner's profile.

Employers will likely create their own cloud-based business cloud-based education marketplace(s)/exchange(s) deliver high-end, multimedia-based, interactive, team-created content. Web-accessible content that's available 24x7x365 allows for the power of social networking/learning via second devices/second devices as well as social networking/learning/leaning channels. Synchronized overlays with other content management systems (CMS) other cloud-based learner profiles. Annotated content flows to students' devices.

Cloud-based education marketplace(s)/exchange(s). Example: iTunes U for online learning. Learning from the living room. Also reads the chalkboard of the future. For face-to-face and blending learning. Rides the wave of the massive convergence of the computer, the telephone, and the television.

Cloud-based education marketplace(s)/exchange(s) delivers high-end, multimedia-based, interactive, team-created content delivered high-end, multimedia-based, interactive, team-created content. Delivers high-end, multimedia-based, interactive, team-created content. Delivers high-end, multimedia-based, interactive, team-created content.